Current and future space missions demand highly reliable on-board computing systems, which are capable to carry out high-performance data processing. At present no single computing scheme could efficiently tackle high-performance computing as well as reliability. This paper aims to address that gap. In the first part of the paper, a detailed survey of fault-tolerant distributed computing systems for space applications is presented. Fault types and performance parameters for assessment of a fault-tolerant system are introduced. Redundancy schemes for distributed systems are analysed. A review of the state-of-the-art on fault-tolerant distributed systems is presented and limitations of current approaches are discussed. In the second part of the paper, a new fault-tolerant distributed computing platform with wireless links among the computing nodes is proposed. Novel algorithms, enabling important aspects of the architecture, such as time slot priority adaptive fault-tolerant channel access and fault-tolerant distributed computing using task migration are introduced.
or a set of tightly-coupled computers if the available computing resources are effectively utilized [6] [6, 11] . This requires that redundancy is eliminated, wherever possible, however removing redundant nodes can expose processors and networks to faults, leading to degradation of system efficiency and incorrect results. Thus, in a distributed system resources must be dedicated to both solving the computational problem and dealing with system failures.
On-board computing [12] is formed of subsystems, which serve the needs of individual spacecraft subsystems. For fault-tolerance, physical dual redundancy is used, consisting of a primary and a redundant node. This scheme has two main disadvantages. Firstly, all redundant nodes are kept in idle state and are activated only in the case of a failure of its peer node, which leads to inefficient utilization of computing resources. Secondly, the reliability depends on a limited 2:1 redundancy and the failure of both primary and peer node of a critical subsystem may cause the loss of the whole mission. In addition, there are no provisions for resource sharing to support computational performance or fault-tolerance in the context of collaborative distributed systems. Examples of space applications that can benefit from such a distributed model are the following:
 A significant amount of data processing is required for high precision spacecraft control [13] . Current standalone dual redundant computers are unable to process very high data volumes due to physical limitations of current semiconductor technology that restricts the operating frequency of embedded processors [14] . To address these and other requirements of modern spacecraft, the use of distributed computing is essential.
 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), is usually monolithic, i.e. one aircraft or spacecraft is used. A shortcoming of monolithic SAR is its limited resolution. At the same time, distributed SAR, which is based on a cluster of spacecraft, is capable of producing a large synthetic aperture [15, 16] . Cooperative distributed computing among the spacecraft is necessary to achieve the mission outcomes. A distributed SAR imaging system, based on two satellites, where each satellite can acquire, divide and distribute data chunks to the other satellite for onward transmission to the ground station, is described in [8, 9] . Distributed computing in such a system will allow to improve revisit time, image resolution and SAR targeting.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces main concepts and redundancy schemes in faulttolerant computing. Section 3 summarises existing fault-tolerant mechanisms of distributed computing systems, focusing on architectural level schemes. Section 4 overviews fault-tolerant distributed systems for space applications, highlighting limitation of existing approaches. Section 5 introduces a novel next-generation spacecraft faulttolerant distributed computing (NGS-FTDC) platform, in which, failures are compensated by migrating tasks to other nodes. Section 6 describes novel algorithms, enabling important aspects of the proposed architecture, such as time slot priority adaptive fault-tolerant channel access and fault-tolerant distributed computing using task migration are also described. Section 7 concludes the paper.
 Fault coverage is measured by qualitative and quantitative parameters. The qualitative parameter specifies the types of faults, which a system can handle while the quantitative parameter represents the conditional probability that a system will recover properly given that a fault of a particular type happens. For each fault type, its quantitative parameter provides a measure of how well the protection mechanism works.
 Computational integrity is measured by three main parameters: (i) Computational accuracy, (ii) Reconfiguration time -a time interval, during which fault isolation and recovery takes place, and (iii) Protection of critical state information. Computational integrity depends on the redundancy scheme, details of which will be covered in 4.3.
Redundancy Schemes
In a fault-tolerant system, redundancy allows the computer system to operate in the presence of faults or failures. Redundancy can be implemented statically or dynamically. Static redundancy relies on the fault masking approach. In this scheme, a set of multiple processors (triple, quad) are voted to mask a single or double failures. Static redundancy is suitable for applications where maintenance during operation is impractical and is equally applicable to transient and permanent faults [22, 23] .
In dynamic redundancy (also called active or standby redundancy), which is an alternative to static redundancy, first, a fault is detected and then a spare unit is substituted in the place of the faulty unit. The rest of this section details main hardware redundancy schemes that have been used in fault-tolerant computing systems.
Simplex Processing with Backup Spares is a dynamic redundancy scheme, which allows a program to run on a single processor, while backup processors are available to take over the task load in a case of a primary failure [24] . Each processor has its own concurrent fault detection mechanism, which enables it to detect faults, e.g. a simple watchdog with Error Detection and Correction (EDAC), a hardware/software Monitor, anomaly detectors. Figure 1 shows a simplex processing redundancy scheme whereby the fault detection is accomplished using monitoring of critical signals. The monitoring and reconfiguration module monitors, detects and reconfigures in case of a failure of the primary processor. The safeguard memory stores important data values for the redundant processor.
Standby redundancy can be implemented as warm or cold standby redundancy. In the case of warm standby redundancy, both primary and redundant processors are powered [24] . Normally, only the primary processor executes tasks, while the redundant processor is in its idle state. The downtime of the warm standby redundancy is considerably less because of its backup power state. In cold standby redundancy, the redundant processor is placed in a power down state. In case of failure, the redundant processor is powered up. As the primary and redundant processors execution is not synchronized, a considerable amount of time is required for the redundant processor to reach a fully known state.
There are two main drawbacks of standby redundancy. Firstly, a delay in switching operation loses some of the computation, which gives a lower computational integrity. Secondly, due to single execution, it also has low fault coverage. Nonetheless, it reduces electrical power consumption, and its simple design makes it favourable for long-life missions, such as spacecraft and space rovers.
Duplicated Processing without a Backup Spare is also a dynamic redundancy scheme. It is based on a Dual Modular Redundant (DMR) computer design, in which two processors run the same computation and their outputs are compared. On disagreement, diagnostics are executed to find the failed processor. To identify the faulty processor, it relies on a diagnostic test, which cannot ensure high computational integrity and fault coverage. A fault of an unknown nature can easily be missed, if it is not considered in the diagnostic test routine. However, during the normal operation, it provides a much better fault coverage in comparison to simplex processing. Figure 2 shows a DMR design, which includes two self-checking (SC) processors. Both self-checking (SC) processors run the same program and have their own EDAC protected data and code memories. Each selfchecking processor has its own fault detection circuit, which can signal an error as soon as it appears. The outputs of the two processors are compared. On disagreement, the processor signals an error is ignored while the other completes its computation. This type of DMR computer has higher computational integrity due to its redundant execution. However, it has a lower fault coverage because of the internal fault detection circuitry that may not detect all errors. In that case, an erroneous output could be delivered to the system. An example of a static redundancy scheme is the popular Triple Modular Redundant (TMR) computer, in which fault-tolerance is provided by using three identical processors. All three processors are clock synchronized, processing the same input information and generating the same output data. The final output, which is delivered to the target system, is derived as a result of a majority voting stage. A voter masks a fault based on majority voting of the processors' outputs [25] . In this scheme, it is assumed that no two processors would fail simultaneously.
TMR computers are conceptually simple, but require a careful implementaion, due to the use of common circuits, such as clock synchronization, voters and interfacing. A failure of the common circuitry in the TMR scheme can be catastrophic, leading to the failure of the whole computer. Therefore, these circuits should be highly reliable. The so-called TMR systems with repair, the usage of which is restricted to small duration missions, are able to integrate the faulty processor back to the system after its successful recovery. However, recovery is a complicated process, which requires all processor register values to be saved before integrating the recovered processor.
The TMR redundancy scheme can only tolerate one failure. If a processor fails in a set of three processors, the fault-tolerance of the TMR computer is no longer effective. To overcome this problem, a hybrid redundancy was proposed in [26, 27] , which includes features of both static and dynamic redundancy schemes. This type of redundancy is efficient in terms of fault coverage compared to static and dynamic redundancy schemes, however, additional complexity is added to the computing system design due to the need to manage both types of redundancies.
Three hardware redundancy approaches were described above-dynamic, static and hybrid. In dynamic redundancy, all redundant processors are idle, consuming much less electrical power, which is vital to long-term space applications. In addition, this scheme does not require synchronization of the primary and redundant processors. Furthermore, design diversity between the primary and redundant processors is also possible. The main disadvantages of standby redundancy are the poor fault coverage and computational integrity. On the other hand, TMR computers have a better fault coverage and computational integrity. However, the higher electrical power consumption and other issues such as synchronization and reintegration make them unsuitable for long term missions. The hybrid scheme, which utilizes the features of both, static and dynamic redundancy, includes spares to protect a computer against more than one processor failure. However, designing such a computer is much more complex. Its intricate design increases the design cost and introduces more faults [28] [29] [30] [31] . In conclusion, all the above hardware-based redundancy approaches can only protect a system against one processor failure, thus these are only limited to dealing with a single failure.
FAULT-TOLERANCE TECHNIQUES IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
Redundancy based approaches are limited in terms of reliability as discussed in the previous section. This section presents various fault-tolerance approaches that utilize multiple processors for enhancing the reliability of the overall computing system. The focus of this review is on techniques, particularly designed for reliable distributed embedded systems.
Replication Schemes
Replication involves information sharing to ensure data consistency between the redundant resources. These redundant resources can be hardware or software components. Replication is a well-known solution to faulttolerance management in distributed systems [32] . Replication is initially derived from highly reliable back-end servers where loss of service availability is very critical. Nowadays, it has widespread applications in distributed embedded systems. Two main replication schemes are used: active and passive replication. Variant schemes are semi-active and semi-passive replication, which are derived from active and passive replication, retaining their basic features, respectively.
In the active replication scheme [33] , shown in Figure 3 , processes are replicated to multiple processors to provide fault-tolerance. The invocating process (client process) addresses the replicas as a process group rather than calling a particular process. After sending a request to all replicas, the invocating process waits for a reply. If the replicas do not behave maliciously, then the invocating process can decide based on the first reply. Otherwise, it waits for at least K+1 replicas in a K fault tolerant system. In the first case, the invocating process assumes a fail-silent process failure, while in the second case, it assumes that a Byzantine failure has occurred (behave maliciously when sick). The correct decision in the presence of a Byzantine failure is difficult, and various protocols are used [34] [35] [36] [37] . To ensure replica consistency, a totally-ordered multicast mechanism is used. This can be implemented using the Lamport's logical clock that is suitable for small distributed systems. Most of the implementation techniques for active replicas [38, 39] assume a partial synchrony of the underlying communication where the messages are communicated within certain time bound limits. In case of a large physical distributed system, a partial synchrony cannot be achievable, and a three-tier architecture is the only solution, as reported in [40] [41] [42] . In three-tier architectures, instead of sending a request directly to the replica's processes by the invocating process, an intermediate process is introduced for maintaining the consistency of the replicas. One important aspect of active replication based reliable system is that they use the method of majority voting, in which a consensus is carried out to ascertain the most reliable outcome amongst each other. However, if one of the nodes fails due to a functional failure or damage, consensus cannot be established, which is a particular limitation in a three-node system. Consensus-based systems also suffer from large inter-node communications overheads, which demand high processing power, consume more energy, and require fast communication networks.
A practical example of an active replication approach is the design of the Maintainable Real-Time System (Mars) [3] . Mars uses active redundancy for fault-tolerance whereby two or more components execute the same tasks. The communication between any two components is also protected against errors by sending messages twice. Components are self-checked and behave silently on the occurrence of a fault. This fail-stop feature restricts components to either sending a correct message or no message. Mars components are arranged in a cluster. The communication between the different components is based upon the time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme.
Another example of active replication is the Delta-4 architecture [43] , which consists of multiple computing nodes connected via a local area network (LAN). An individual node can be a uniprocessor, a multiprocessor system or a specialized system comprised of array processors. Software components are replicated to multiple nodes to provide active redundancy against faults or failures. Each node has a network attachment controller (NAC) that provides services related to communication and message self-checking comparison. In addition, the NAC provides multicast and fail-stop node operations.
Active replication is a useful scheme, which is employed in many applications. The main advantages of the active replication scheme are its failure transparency and deterministic timing response to the invocating process. However, this scheme takes a lot of resources, as it requires processing at all nodes to maintain a strong consistency among the replicas.
In the passive replication scheme, only the primary processor processes input messages and provides outputs, as shown in Figure 4 . To make the replicas consistent, the internal state of the replicas is regularly updated from the primary processor. So, in the primary-backup scheme, the contacting process communicates only with the primary processor. In a non-blocking primary-backup scheme, the primary processor sends a reply immediately to the contacting process, while in a blocking primary-backup scheme, the primary waits for an acknowledgment from the backup processors before sending a reply to the contacting process. In [44] , a trade-off analysis between the blocking and non-blocking scheme is presented. The protocols using a non-blocking primary-backup scheme require a small response time as compared to blocking protocols. Achieving a small response time in point-topoint communications networks is not straightforward, therefore, broadcast communication is preferred in systems implementing non-blocking protocols. A primary-backup scheme for a real-time distributed system is reported in [45] , which unlike the active replication scheme, does not require a strong determinism. However, frequent state updates between the primary and the backups are necessary to achieve consistency among the replicas. To achieve a real-time response, a temporal consistency mechanism is employed. Two objects or events are said to be temporally consistent with each other if their corresponding timestamps are within a predefined time interval. In a real-time primary-backup scheme the frequency state updates must be compliant with a predefined time bound dependent on the application. This ensures that the backup has sufficient data information to safely replace a failed primary processor in real-time.
Major drawback of passive replication is its slower response to failures in comparison to active replication. Response is particularly slow when the primary replica crashes and a selection of a new primary is initiated, for which a group membership service is required.
In the semi-active replication scheme [46] , which is also called "leader-follower", only one replica, i.e. the leader, outputs messages, while the follower replicas perform the same computation autonomously as the leader does, but do not produce an output. However, for a non-deterministic decision, they must follow the instructions of the leader replica, thus relaxing the requirement for determinism.
A new style of replication, called semi-passive replication [47] [48] [49] , is devised to overcome the slow response of passive replication. In semi-passive replication, a request is sent to all replicas, where only one replica handles the request, after which, it generates a reply message for the client and an update message for the other replicas. Semi-passive replication uses a rotating coordinator [50] for the selection of the new primary rather than a group membership service, thus reducing the amount of time required to selected a new primary. If the primary processor crashes or it is incorrectly suspected of having crashed, then the backup acts as the primary node. Figure 5 summarises the characteristic features of the replication schemes reviewed above. 
Replications

Distributed Recovery Block
In the distributed recovery technique [51, 52] , two copies of the same program are executed simultaneously on the processors of a node pair, which represents a set of two dual redundant operational nodes. In a node pair, one node is active, called the operational node, while the other node, called the shadow node, is inactive. Under normal conditions, the active operational node executes a primary version of the tasks while the shadow node executes an alternate version of the same tasks. On each node, the correctness of the result is checked by an acceptance test. If the acceptance test is passed, an executive layer routine outputs the results of the primary routine. On failure of the acceptance test inside the primary node, the shadow node is informed either by the primary node executive layer or by the shadow node time-out value (for the case where the primary node fails silently). In that case, the shadow node becomes an active node and sends output results. Similar to the redundancy based approaches, discussed in section 2.2, this technique has limited reliability and can only protect a computing system against a single processor failure.
Redundant Execution
Redundant execution (also called time redundancy) is another fault-tolerance technique for distributed embedded systems [53] . Redundant execution can be done at instruction level or task level. In instruction level redundant execution [54] , each instruction of the executed program is duplicated and, after each duplicated instruction, results are compared for errors. On the other hand, in task level redundant execution, a software task is executed twice or more in time to avoid temporary faults. Contrary to replications, it does not require additional hardware to run the redundant copy. Instead, it uses extra time to do redundant executions of the same program. As the primary and the redundant executions of a program run on the same hardware, they can only protect the system against transient faults.
A single program executing multiple times reduces the overall computing performance. Additionally, it also consumes more electrical power. However, a form of redundant execution, called multiplexed redundant execution, is able to overcome these problems to some extent, as reported in [55] . The basic scheme is the same as in redundant execution, but a chip multiprocessor (CMP) is used for the execution of leading and trailing threads.
Network Surveillance
Network surveillance is technique that uses a communication network for fault detection and configuration of distributed components [56] . In its simplest form, network surveillance includes a master that periodically makes roll call requests to the other nodes for detection of failures. The master confirms a node failure if it does not receive a reply message. However the central master in this approach constitutes is a single point of failure. A decentralized approach, called periodic reception history broadcast (PRHB), was proposed in [57] to resolve this problem. In PRHB, each node is bound to broadcast periodic reception history, gathered between the last two TDMA cycle. This history corresponds to the health status of the available nodes. The main disadvantage of the scheme is the long latency of the node failure detection, taking up to two TDMA cycles, which increases the response time. Both network surveillance schemes -simple master/slave and PRHB -are used for broadcast networks only. A scheme called supervisory-based network surveillance (SNS) for the point-to-point networks was proposed in [58] . The scheme utilizes two types of nodes -worker nodes and supervisor nodes. Worker nodes pass the health statuses of its neighbour nodes to a supervisor node, which sends status messages to all the other nodes in the network. In this scheme, each node has complete health information of all the other nodes irrespective of the availability of a direct connection. There are two main problems with this scheme: firstly, it requires election of a supervisor in case of thr supervisor node failure, which can take a considerable time; secondly, the messages traverse the network via several links in a store and forward fashion, resulting in additional processing overhead on each node as well as extra sources of faults.
Discussion
In this section a review of the various fault-tolerance approaches that utilize multiple processors for enhancing the reliability of distributed computing systems was presented. The main focus was to analyse the available techniques from the point of view of their suitability for reliable distributed embedded systems.
It is evident that the most widely used fault tolerance technique in distributed systems is replication. The active replication scheme provides a faster response to the invocating process, but it requires a strong replica consistency and consumes more energy due to the execution of multiple replicas. On the other hand, passive replication requires less energy but it does not maintain a full consistency among the replicas. The semi-active replication scheme does not require a strong replica consistency, however, it consumes more energy. Similar to the passive replication scheme, the semi-passive replication scheme requires state messages for replica consistency. In addition, it has a lower response time to the invocating process compared to semi-active replication. To conclude, the replication based schemes are not efficient in terms of resource utilization, as they require excessive computing resources (processors, memory) for the execution and maintenance of the replicas. This makes a replication based distributed system costly and inefficient for resource constrained embedded applications.
In conclusion the reviewed techniques are not well suited for adapting to embedded applications. In addition, the emerging demands for high performance distributed computing require fault-tolerance techniques that utilize the inherent availability of multiple processing units.
This section reviews fault-tolerant distributed computing systems aimed at space applications. Existing faulttolerant mechanisms are surveyed to establish the current state of the art. Fault management (FM) schemes as well as fault-tolerant system designs are outlined. Following that modern implementation approaches to faulttolerant computing are summarized and problems of current systems are outlined.
Fault Management Schemes
In general, fault management applies to all parts of a spacecraft, but the focus of this review is fault management at the architectural level, which caters for a failure of a processor, referred to as a computing node in a distributed setting. A computing node's failure can be handled by a manual or an autonomous fault management scheme. In the former FM scheme, a ground command is required for the activation of the redundant node, which leads to a long response time because of the lengthy communication delay and the need of operator intervention. In contrast, the latter FM scheme eliminates this delay by making local decisions on board. There are four main architectural-level schemes for fault management of a spacecraft computing system -half satellite, centralized, decentralized, and hierarchical.
The half satellite FM scheme is the simplest fault management scheme [59] , which is usually used for manual on-board configuration. In case of the centralized FM scheme [60] , all the functions related to fault detection, isolation and reconfiguration of a system are located on a single computing subsystem called on-board data handling (OBDH). In the decentralized approach [61] [62], the fault monitoring functions are moved to the individual computing nodes. Each node monitors itself and passes the data to the centralized computing node that is the on-board data handling (OBDH) node. Each level has its FM mechanism for failure detection, isolation, and reconfiguration. Instead of a central controller, the hierarchical strategy spreads the fault management functions throughout the spacecraft. This off-loading of the FM functions to multiple units results in a better performance. However, involving multiple levels of fault management makes the overall spacecraft design more complex and vulnerable to failure, if not properly designed. In addition, more efforts will be required on the testing and verification of the FM design.
The Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor (FTMP) concept is extended to a distributed system in the Advance Information Processing System (AIPS) proposed in [63] . It is divided into multiple groups, whereby each group represents of a triplex, duplex, or simplex redundancy configuration depending upon the criticality of its tasks. These groups are connected via an intercommunication network, which is also triplicated. Each processing group has its local clock for synchronization. Hardware voting is used throughout the system. Hardware voting within a group is easy and managed by the local clock. However, a synchronizer is required for the triplicated data, which are sent among the processing groups.
In [64, 65] D. A. Rennels proposed a distributed hierarchical system, which extended the master/slave approach in [66] . The design is comprised of low-level and high-level computers. Each low-level computer has its own task set while the high-level computer is responsible for four main functions -switch on the redundant computer in case of a failure, store ground commands, direct the low-level computers for processing and control of the network communications. One high-level computer is designated to a set of multiple low-level computers. Cold Standby redundancy is used for the low-level computers, while warm standby redundancy is employed for the high-level computers. The high-level computer at one central location handles centralized fault detection, isolation and recovery functions (FDIR) [60] . However, each duplicated low-level computer is dedicated to a particular function and assumed to run only a specific task set. In other words, it cannot reconfigure for other functions, which makes this approach inflexible.
The design of the Maintainable Real-Time System (Mars) started in 1980 [3] . The first Mars prototype targeted for real-time control process applications was developed in 1984 at the University of Berlin. Mars uses active redundancy for fault-tolerance whereby two or more components executes the same tasks. Communication between any two components is also protected against errors by sending messages twice. Components are self-checked and behave silently on the occurrence of a fault. This fail-stop feature restricts components to either sending correct message or no message. Mars components are arranged in a cluster. Within the each cluster, interface component provides extensibility of the cluster. Communication between the different components is based upon the time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme.
The Delta-4 project defines an open, fault-tolerant distributed computing architecture [67] . It is comprised of multiple computing nodes connected via a local area network. An individual node can be a processor, a multiprocessor system or a specialized system comprised of an array of processors. Software components are replicated to multiple nodes in order to provide active redundancy against faults or failures. Each node has Network Attachment Controller (NAC) that provides services related to communication and message self-checking comparison. In addition, the NAC provides multicast and fail-stop node operation.
In [68] [69] [70] , a task-oriented distributed fault-tolerant computing (FTDC) architecture is proposed, consisting of multiple processing nodes, which execute tasks in a collaborative way, i.e. there are no redundant nodes. Each node in this distributed system, comprises a processing unit and a fault management block, named Adaptive Middleware for Fault-Tolerance (AMFT). Two separate dual redundant networks connected via a bus topology are used for communication between the functional components. This segregation of communication networks does not only reduce the response time in case of a node failure, but also improves the performance of the application tasks. The input/output nodes (I/O), which are attached to the main bus/network, are in dual redundant configurations and are designed to dedicated low level processing related to sensors, actuators, etc.. A distributed fault management strategy is used, which is realized at an architectural level, whereby each node has its own FDIR mechanism, embedded inside the AMFT block. During normal operation, each node is able to monitor itself and send health status information to the other nodes. If no abnormal behaviour is detected, this information confirms that all nodes are in a healthy state. However, in case if any abnormal behaviour is detected by the node itself, a campaign of system reconfiguration is initiated, where all the tasks of the failed node are migrated to other healthy nodes. The fail-over target selection is static and is chosen according to a predefined table, which is stored in each node.
A novel wirelessly connected satellite platform architecture presented in [71] is an extension of the FTDC concept introduced in [68, 69] . Despite the advantages of wireless networking, current COTS wireless protocols are not designed to meet the required dependability for space applications. The common issues in all protocols, which need to be resolved, are non-deterministic behaviour, non-reliable data delivery, and interference.
A distributed on-board computer architecture, which uses a master/slave FDIR approach, is presented in [72] . The architecture consists of a Master node, an Observer node and Worker nodes, connected to each other via a SpaceWire network. Contrary to the traditional peer redundant scheme, this design supports the concept that a task may run on different targets. Although, the master node is protected by an Observer node, the selection of the next master requires a very robust algorithm. Predetermined decision graphs are used for reconfiguration after a failure. Messages during reconfiguration are broadcast on the same network, which can disturb the normal communication of the healthy nodes. The internal states of the tasks have to be migrated if tasks move to another node due to new mappings or due to a failure of a node. These states are stored on a centralized Storage Interface node, which can be a single point of failure. In addition, due to the centralized storage, a considerable amount of time will be required to transmit the states to the fail-over target node. As the approach uses Master/Worker nodes and all the nodes respond to a single master, there are may be scalability problems, particularly in case of a large number of nodes.
Fault-tolerant distributed computing has been employed in spacecraft in one form or another as detailed above. Three types of approaches can be identified. In first type -AIPS [63] and FTD Computer [64, 65] -multiple redundant processors are used to carry out a set of tasks in existing systems. In the second type -Mars [3] , and Delta-4 [67] -hardware redundancy and software replication are employed. In both these approaches reliability is ensured via physical hardware redundancy, which is applied to each processor. Therefore, if one processor fails, its redundant backup takes over, and if that one fails, then there is no provision for transferring its set of tasks to another processor. In these circumstances, the spacecraft has to limit its functionality by operating in a safe mode. The recently proposed third type of distributed computing approaches -Task Oriented Fault-Tolerant Distributed Computing [68, 69, 71] and Master/Slave FDIR design [72] , aims to address the aforementioned deficiencies by incorporating distributed coordination for task migration in case of a node failure.
Modern Implementation Approaches
In the following, fault-tolerant distributed systems utilizing reconfigurable, multi-core and multiprocessor approaches are briefly described, highlighting their advantages and disadvantages.
Reconfigurable Fault-Tolerant Computing
To achieve a reconfigurable computing platform, static random access memory (SRAM) based field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are used. Designs implemented using these FPGAs can be modified to tolerate hardware failures. The reconfigurability feature of SRAM FPGAs is particularly suitable for remote systems, like spacecraft [73] .
In [73] , a reconfigurable fault-tolerant (RFT) avionics system for a nanosatellite is proposed. A node based on an SRAM FPGA was designed which allows switching between a Simplex and a TMR based redundancy schemes. In [74] , another method that includes Simplex, DMR and TMR redundancy schemes is presented. The redundancy scheme is selected based on the severity level of radiation. Each time a pre-set threshold is reached, the corresponding redundant scheme is loaded in the FPGA. During normal operation, it utilizes scrubbing to mitigate the effects of Single Event Upsets (SEUs), where scrubbing is an error correction technique, which is based on rewriting the FPGA configuration to avoid accumulation of errors induced by radiation. FPGAs devices can fail due to two types of failures -physical and functional.
Fault-tolerance due to reconfigurability can only protect the system from functional failures or partial physical failures. In the former case, scrubbing and in-circuit redundancy are employed, while, in the latter case, the design affected by the partial device failure can be relocated to another area of the FPGA programmable fabric. However, the system is vulnerable to a complete device failure, when this approach is used.
Multicore Fault-Tolerant Computing
Recent trend in on-board computing systems is the use of multicore processors for enhancing the reliability [11] . Multicore processors are inherently redundant in terms of processor cores, I/O, power supply pins and memory ports that can be used for software or hardware fault-tolerant computing. Software-based fault-tolerance is more suitable for commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) processors, where hardware modification is impossible. For software-based fault tolerance [75] , redundant execution approaches, which exploit the inherent replication of processor cores, are used [76] [77] [78] [79] . Redundant execution of a process can be done in both, the time or the spatial domain. A single core is employed to execute multiple copies of the same process in the time domain. This fail-tolerance method is simple, but it is limits to transient faults only. On the other hand, in the spatial domain, multiple cores are used to execute replicated processes. Each replicated process runs on a separate processor core and the outcomes from all cores are compared or voted to produce the final result.
Unfortunately common circuitry of COTS multicore processors, such as clock and control, are not designed to be inherently fault-tolerant. Also, a fault in a single core can stop the whole chip. Furthermore, shared memory among the cores is a potential bottleneck to achieve high performance. Lastly, heat dissipation per small chip, particularly in the presence of vacuum is another issue. To solve these problems, various solutions have been proposed, which include a custom design of multicore processors. For fault containment, one approach is to isolate completely all the cores on the chip. However, each core has its memory controller and input-output connections. Therefore, although fault containment is efficient, hard partitioning of resources such as cache, memory controller and input-output, affects negatively the overall performance. To overcome this problem, a partially partitioned design for a multicore processor is proposed in [77] . This design divides the overall resources into multiple groups, and each group is bound to share its resources. For fault-tolerance, such as in the case of DMR or TMR implementations, each computing core must be from a different group to isolate the primary from the redundant core. A non-shared memory based architecture of a multicore processor is presented in [75] , where the latency of shared memory access eliminated. In this architecture, each core has its dedicated memory and sharing of data is accomplished via message passing over a network. In addition, heat dissipation is a problem too, particularly for space applications. Moreover, a single node implemented as a multicore processor is a single point of failure. To address these issues, an on-board fault-tolerant computing system employing distributed multicore processors is introduced in [70] , which achieves high reliability and high performance through the inherent availability of multicore processor nodes and a distributed fault detection isolation and recovery (FDIR) scheme.
Cluster-based Fault-Tolerant Computing
NASA's New Millennium (NMP) ST8 project was aimed at developing a COTS-based dependable multiprocessor systems [80] [81] [82] [83] . The architecture consists of dual redundant system controller and multiple data computing nodes, connected to a dual redundant gigabit Ethernet. The whole assembly forms a cluster computer for parallel data processing. Since all type of messages (data, control) are transmitted via a single Ethernet bus, which can potentially delay the cluster's reconfiguration process in case of a failure.
An example of such a system is the Linux-based Beowulf cluster computer for terrestrial applications proposed in [84] , which is adopted for a satellite imaging payload application [85] . It comprises 20 StrongARM controllers that are connected by four FPGAs, acting as a parallel processing cluster on board a remote sensing micro-satellite. Heat dissipation is an important issue in embedded cluster architectures for on-board computing systems, which requires to be addressed as part of the system design. The NASA's Remote Exploration and Experimentation (REE) project is also aimed at a fault-tolerant highperformance cluster-based architecture [86, 87] . The main goal is to develop a low cost very high-performance computer system comparable to a supercomputer for deep space missions using COTS components. "The architecture consists of distributed nodes that are interconnected by a fault-resilient system network that supports graceful degradation and has no single point of failure". A multi-level combined hardware and software faulttolerance approach is employed.
Limitations of Current Spaceborne Fault-Tolerant Computing
Legacy spaceborne fault-tolerant computing systems are designed with high reliability as an uncompromised objective, whereby employing redundancy schemes is a common practice. However, using physical redundancy alone can be costly and does not lend itself well to high-performance computing. In addition, recent failures of On-Board Computers, e.g. GOCE in 2013 [88] and Phobos-Grunt in 2012 [89] , revealed that centralized and dual redundant computers may fail, resulting in the loss of the complete mission. Further limitations of current fault-tolerant computing systems for space applications are related to computational integrity, adaptability, resource utilization, provision for task migration, isolation of the input-output interfaces, and scalability.
Computational Integrity
In a fault-tolerant computing system, computation integrity refers to a loss-free computation. Computational integrity can be maintained by periodic storing of computational state data during normal operation and their transfer to the redundant node in case of a failure of the primary node. The review of the state-of-the-art fault tolerance schemes and methods revealed that only a few of them include provisions for storing of computational states on a regular basis. However, in those cases computational integrity was nevertheless compromised due to switching from primary to redundant nodes as well transfer of state data taking considerable time.
Storing of computational states has been achieved through a separate internal module attached to the system bus, or a centralized module connected to the network [90] . However, the former solution adds additional design complexity in terms of isolation between the powered and unpowered nodes, particularly in case of a cold redundant system. On the other hand, the latter provides a complete isolation between the primary and the redundant node, but the state transfer time is considerably high due to the communications involved. Furthermore, both approaches can cause a single point of failure.
Adaptability
Important issue is the lack of adaptability in current fault-tolerant systems [91] . In present on-board systems, redundant resources are available only to a particular subsystem, which prevents the sharing of such resources among multiple subsystems. Emerging demands for high performance embedded computing require a faulttolerance technique that utilizes the inherent availability of multiple processing units. In other words, instead of placing idle resources for each subsystem, resources need to be shared for the purpose of high reliability, performance, and computing load balancing.
Furthermore, high-performance computing demands of certain space missions vary throughout the mission life, e.g. space probes, space robotics [92, 93] , etc.. For example, high performance computing is required during the very short landing phase of a planetary Lander for real-time range estimation, as well as terrain visualisation and trajectory calculations. Traditionally to meet these demands additional dedicated processors are used. However, as soon as the landing manoeuvre is over, these computing resources are not utilized for any other purpose. A more efficient solution would be if the system can adapt itself to such scenarios by means of unused computing resources rather than dedicated ones.
Additionally, thermal and radiation design of current high performance space computing systems is rather complex. This could be alleviated, if systems are capable of adapting their operation to compensate for the effects of such environmental factors.
Resource Utilization
In state-of-the-art redundant spaceborne fault-tolerant computing systems, resources are set aside for faulttolerant operation. For example in the TMR computer, three processors execute the same tasks to achieve high reliability, resulting in a resource utilization efficiency of only 33 %. Compared to TMR, the internal redundant centralized and dual redundant standby computers are relatively more efficient, where one processor is dedicated to the execution of the tasks, while the other processor is in the idle state, consuming only 50 % of the total available resources.
In traditional physically distributed fault-tolerant computing systems, computing nodes are grouped in pairs of two nodes (primary and redundant) and a node failure is only masked with its peer redundant node. This is why systems which are usually comprised of n nodes require n redundant nodes, whereby the redundant nodes are in the idle state, thus making the system inefficient in terms of resource utilization.
Provision for Task Migration
Task migration is supported in general purpose distributed computing systems. However, this capability is nonexistent in fault-tolerant distributed embedded systems. The lack of the task migration capability binds the computing tasks to a particular node, thus restricting the computing performance of the system.
Isolation of Input-Output Interfaces
In fault-tolerant computing systems, both the primary and the redundant computing nodes need to be connected to input-output interfaces transmitting various signals. In case of a failure, a switch-off is essential for isolating a faulty primary node. Although standard methods are employed for input-output isolation of the primary and redundant nodes [94, 95] , the powered-off faulty node can accidently be back-powered from the common logic signals, thus causing unexpected behaviour in the operating node.
Scalability
Current on-board fault-tolerant computing systems are physically bound to a certain input / output sizing. Considerable hardware modifications are required in order to increase their system level reliability and performance. Therefore, these systems do not lend themselves well to scalable data-intensive computing applications.
NEXT GENERATION SPACECRAFT FAULT-TOLERANT DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING PLATFORM
The need for more advanced space missions is growing. Spacecraft systems are constantly evolving with the ongoing developments, advances, and innovations in various fields of modern technology. In future, the trend towards spacecraft sophistication will continue to grow. In order to meet adequately the heightened needs of future missions it is uttermost import to devise on-board computing systems featuring high reliability, adaptability, and scalability. The initial concept of a fault-tolerant distributed computing on-board architecture using task migration for fault-tolerance [68, 69] was introduced in section 4.1. In this section a next-generation spacecraft faulttolerant distributed computing (NGS-FTDC) platform is proposed, which is an extension to the FTDC concept.
Proposed Computing Model
The proposed design of a NGS-FTDC platform for future space applications is shown in Figure 6 . It comprises distributed nodes and a network. There are two types of nodes: computing nodes and Input-Output (IO) nodes. A computing node is a self-contained entity which has its own fault detection, isolation and reconfiguration block called Adaptive Middleware for Fault-Tolerant block [68, 69] while the IO node is responsible for sensor data acquisition and commanding. The reconfiguration in case of a failure is supported by a novel algorithm (section 6.2) for migrating computing tasks to other nodes. The computing node is implemented as a multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) that includes multiple high-performance processors running application tasks and a specialized highly reliable processor for the implementation of AMFT. Providing only the AMFT processor as a highly reliable component, ensures that the most critical functionality of the node is protected from SEUs and keeps the cost of the node down.
This paper broadens the wireless FTDC model in [70] . Wireless communication provides advantages over wired communication reducing substantially the satellite harness mass and bulk as well as decreasing vulnerability of communications to space debris impact via elimination of connecting wires as possible points of failure. The size of the MPSoC-based distributed computing nodes is very small and due to the wireless links they could be placed anywhere in the spacecraft. For illustration purposes, two types of networks, WiFi and ZigBee, are employed in Figure 6 . WiFi is utilised for the main communication of the On-Board Data Handling (OBDH), Attitude & Orbit Control System (AOCS), and the communication subsystems. The ZigBee protocol is used for two purposes: firstly, for the data acquisition of the health sensors and secondly, for the communication among the AMFT blocks [70] . A novel algorithm (section 6.1) facilitates a time slot priority adaptive fault-tolerant channel access, addressing the non-deterministic behaviour of wireless protocols. 
AOCS Actuators
AOCS
Addressing Needs of Future Spacecraft Missions
The proposed NGS-FTDC platform not only addresses the limitations discussed in section 4.3, but also provides additional benefits to future spacecraft, as detailed below.
 Computational Integrity: Contrary to traditional approaches, a node failure in the proposed computing platform is compensated by migration of computing tasks. Task migration requires a much shorter reconfiguration time in comparison to switching between nodes. The small reconfiguration time indirectly increases the computational integrity of the proposed computing platform.
 Adaptability: Adaptability defines the capability of a computing system to adapt itself in response to occurring changes. A spaceborne computing platform should also be able to cope with high workloads and faults. Under a fault condition, the proposed computing platform is capable of adapting itself to a healthy configuration, while in case of a high computing load, it is able to optimise the tasks execution in order to avoid a complete halt in the system.
 Provision of Task Migration:
A cheaper and better approach for future space missions are distributed computing systems, comprised of multiple computing nodes, which do not employ hardware redundancy. For fault-tolerance, computing resources are intelligently used and the recovery after a node failure is provided by migrating tasks to other nodes. In this approach, rather than reserving redundant resources for each computing node, the computing resources are reconfigured making use of the present multiple nodes. Consequently, the proposed approach is resource efficient in terms of overall utilization of redundant resources. In addition, it is inherently fault-tolerant due to mapping of an application to multiple processors, which allows a degraded service even in the case of failures. Furthermore, degraded service is restored to full functional service by migrating tasks to other computing nodes. Tasks are migrated to more than one node, thus acheiving high reliability compared to traditional redundancy.
 Scalability: In order to accommodate evolutionary technological advances, space distributed computing systems will have to be scalable. In general, scalability of distributed systems refers to the addition of computing nodes in an existing system. However, scalability applies to all components, e.g. the computational problems, fault-tolerance mechanisms and communication networks.
The proposed NGS-FTDC platform provides a scalable and extendable computing without the need of redesigning and remapping of the entire functionality. It is scalable in terms of its fault-tolerance capability. Additional computing nodes can be added or dropped for the sake of achieving fault-tolerance on the fly without compromising the overall reliability of the distributed computing system. Furthermore the wireless network, which provides the communication core of the proposed platform, is extendable and scalable.
 Resource Sharing: It is envisioned that future spacecraft computing systems will be required to support several applications running simultaneously which will necessitate sharing of computing resources and processed data among them. The proposed computing platform lends itself well to this need, as it supports sharing of computing resources among nodes for the purpose of achieving both high performance and faulttolerance. Therefore, a high-performance computing node would be able to share its computing resources, whenever a demand is raised from a low-performance computing node. In addition, duplicated data processing at multiple nodes is avoided by sharing of the processed data.
Several technologies for resource sharing have been implemented in terrestrial distributed computing systems, for example, remote procedure call (RPC), Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM), Remote Method Invocation (RMI) and XML-RPC. Incorporation of such technologies in the proposed computing platform will be highly beneficial to space highperformance computing applications, particularly in cases where the computation to communication ratio will be very high.
 Wireless Network: Introduction of wireless connectivity in satellites makes on-board subsystem designs more flexible. It allows a subsystem to join or leave the network without the need of changing the interconnections among the different subsystems. No special connectors are needed for additional diagnostics and data links are inherently immune to wear and tear. In addition, wireless connectivity will speed up and make easier system integration, testing and operational diagnostics in future satellite systems of ever increasing complexity comprising many integrated subsystems. Furthermore, design reusability, upgrade, and relocation of subsystems will become simpler, since there is no need to re-route data cables.
 Isolation of Input-Output Interfaces: In the proposed computing platform transfer of data among the nodes is carried out over a wireless network, and all node inputs and outputs are inherently isolated due to the nature of wireless communication.
Discussion
The development of the above NGS-FTDC platform, which is based on wireless communication, is quite challenging [96] [97], despite recent considerable advancements in wireless technologies and processor chips. Below are discussed some of the challenges faced by designers.
In case of a failure of a node in the FTDC system, fault detection, isolation and reconfiguration activities will be carried out. Each node should be able to detect and isolate itself from the rest of the distributed system. This step will require a highly reliable local fault detection process which can only be achieved if detection algorithms are executed on a separate reliable hardware. Once a fault is detected, a reconfiguration process will be started , whereby tasks are migrated to other nodes. If the tasks are of a critical nature, they have to be resumed from their pre-emption points. Furthermore, each task requires a copy of its memory space. These necessitate that sufficient storage is available to keep the pre-emption points and a local copy of the memory space.
Space environmental hazards, such as high levels of radiation, extreme temperatures, electromagnetic interactions of space weather, etc., could significantly affect the channel quality, posing significant challenges to the on-board wireless communication. Degradation due to the time-varying nature of flat fading and frequency se-lective fading could also temporary disrupt the communication signal. Due to these effects, the wireless communication channel can exhibit unreliable data transmission behaviour. Preserving data integrity will require a repeated multiple transmission or error correcting codes.
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) is considered a major issue in utilization of wireless technologies for space applications [98] . Interference can be due to intra-interference, caused by the wireless network, or it can be due to inter-interference caused by other on-board subsystems. Intra-interference can also be due to reflected interference or adjacent channel interference. Reflected interference is provoked by the closed metallic structure of the spacecraft, whereby a signal is reflected several times. This can cause damage to the wireless interface if not controlled properly. While the adjacent channel interference is not severe and can easily be controlled by existing methods (sharp filtering, and orthogonal codes). Each subsystem on the spacecraft emits radiation from 0 Hz to several GHz. However, the magnitude of most of these interferences is very small except for the radio frequency (RF) equipment, which is particularly designed to radiate RF output power at a certain frequency. So, to establish a successful intra-satellite wireless communication, a proper frequency selection between the existing RF and intra-satellite wireless equipment is essential.
For the purpose of resource sharing, software components need to be developed, which can easily be mapped to the low memory space of embedded computing systems [99] . In addition, these should be flexible to allow additional functionality.
ENABLING THE NGS-FTDC PLATFORM
This section presents two new algorithms, which aim to contribute to the realization of important aspects of the NGS-FTDC platform, proposed in section 5. The first algorithm provides a deterministic wireless channel access and ensures reliable data delivery among the computing nodes. Both properties are essential for on-board spacecraft computing via wireless communication. The second algorithm specifies a node level fault-tolerance and reconfiguration mechanism, following a node failure or a recovery. Table 2 describes the symbols used in both algorithms: 
Time-Slot Priority Adaptive Fault-Tolerant Channel Access Algorithm
The wireless channel is partially synchronous and has poor data reliability. Packets get lost, and timely delivery cannot be guaranteed in distributed computing systems. In order to cope with these problems, a Time-Slot Priority Adaptive Fault-Tolerant Channel Access (TSPA-FTCA) algorithm is proposed. The following are the characteristic features of the algorithm:
 Adaptive Node Priority: Each node n has its own priority value, which provides access to the communication channel. The priority value is changed adaptively according to the use of the channel. The priority value varies from 0 to 1024, with '0' being the lowest priority while '1024' -the highest. On each successful access of the communication channel, a node n consumes 64-points of its priority, p v , which means that the node's priority is decreased by '64'. However, a node n gets 8-points, whenever any other node has a successful access to the channel or the slot is not used by any other node.
 Fixed Slots for Communication:
The communication channel is divided into time slots ts of a fixed length. Each node can only communicate during a time slot. During the transmission of a node n within a particular time slot, no other node can have access to the channel. A prioritized timed channel access ensures deterministic access to the channel, as compared to the current Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) wireless communication protocol. Deterministic access is essential for critical applications.
 Packet Loss and Data Reliability: In wireless communication, due to the varied nature of the channel, data reliability cannot be assured. In the proposed algorithm, information redundancy is used to tolerate packet loss or errors in the wireless communication channel. Loss or errors in the wireless communication channel cannot be avoided. Therefore, a scheme, which involves triplication of the packets, is proposed. In this scheme, a node sends its data packet set Dpktset , comprised of a primary packet Dpktp and two redundant packets (Dpktr1, Dpktr2). This triplication of packets ensures the data reliability over the wireless channel. 
 Local View of Priority
TSPA-FTCA Algorithm Description
A distributed computing system is assumed, which comprises N nodes, where each node executes the TSPA-FTCA algorithm for deterministic access to the communication channel. The functions and logic flow of the TSPA-FTCA algorithm are represented by the pseudo code in Listing 1, which is detailed below:
Lines 1-6: These implement the initialization of the variables for a node n, initializing mainly the priority table, data packet and acknowledgement packet. At the time of initialization, all nodes' priorities are set to the highest priority value of 1024.
Lines 7-22:
Before a node n transmits data on the communication channel, a highest priority node is searched in the local view of the priority table. A local view is a priority table, which shows the priorities of all N nodes of the distributed system. This information is acquired from the periodic transmission of local view messages. If all the tables are fully synchronized, a highest priority phighest node can be easily found. If multiple nodes have the same priority, then the decision for access to the transmission slot is resolved based on the node ID nid (lines [21] [22] . The node with the lowest ID will win. The chances of a collision are very low in the proposed algorithm, however, if a collision happens, it is resolved by finding a new priority value (line 14-16). A new priority value is obtained by subtracting the existing priority value pv from the back off priority value pv backoff . This value is only updated for the nodes, which are involved in the collision, and only the local view tables of these nodes are updated. In cases of no collision, a sender node n s sends a packet and receives an acknowledgement from the recipient node n r .
Lines 23-31:
All the other N-1 nodes receive a data packet. For each received triplicated data packet set, Dpktset (consisting of one primary Dpktp , one redundant data packet-1, Dpktr1 , and one redundant data packet-2, Dpktr2) a bitwise TMR voter is used to mask the errors at the first place, and then the resultant packet is further checked for errors using a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). If there is an error, the packet is discarded, otherwise, it is stored for later forwarding to the application layer. TMR voting cannot be possible, if 2/3 or 1/3 of the component packets are lost during the transmission. For these two cases, the remaining received packet/packets, are only checked for CRC errors and if there is no CRC error the packet is retained, otherwise it is discarded. 
Operational Scenarios
In this section, three operational scenarios are tested to prove the correctness of the TSPA-FTCA algorithm. The scenarios include a single node, two nodes and three nodes. For each scenario, results with the same and different initial node priority values are obtained to demonstrate that the algorithm converges for both cases. The algorithm is executed for 100 time slots with time slot duration of 1 ms in both cases (same priorities and different initial priorities).
Single-Node Operational Scenario
In the single node scenario, only a single node is active. Figure 7 shows the obtained results, when the algorithm is executed for a single node configuration. The upper part of Figure 11 shows the results, when the algorithm is executed for an initial priority of 1024, while the lower shows the results when it is executed for a priority pv of 400. The obtained results show that the algorithm is independent of the initially selected priority. In both cases, on each successful slot access, the priority pv is decreased by '64' until it reaches the lower limit of '0'. At this stage, further transmission of packets is ceased until its priority pv dynamically changes to a value higher than or equal to 64, which is the required minimum priority for transmission of a packet on the communication channel. In both cases, as soon as the priority pv of a node is dynamically changed to 64, the node accesses the channel and its priority again decreases to '0'.
Two-Node Operational Scenario
In case of a two-node operational scenario, first both nodes are configured with the same priority value pv of '1024'. The same priority pv is chosen to show the collision avoidance mechanism, when two nodes of the same priority attempt to access the channel simultaneously. A collision can only happen, when the local view priority tables of the nodes are not synchronized. In that case, the nodes, which cause the collision, change their priorities using a back-off mechanism (lines 15-17 in Listing 1). Table 2 shows the priority tables for node-1 and node-2, which have different local views. According to the node-1 local view, node-1 has high priority, while as per the node-2 local view, node-2 has high priority. Due to the different local views of the priority tables, a collision occurs, which is handled by the back-off mechanism of the algorithm. During the normal operation, due to the periodic transmission of local view messages for priorities tables, all the nodes develop consensus and have the same priority values in the local view tables. In a scenario, when two or more than two nodes have the same priority value, then the node which has the lowest node ID n id will be the first to transmit on the communication link.
As shown in the upper part of Figure 8 , although both nodes have started with an equal priority of 1024, due to the collision, the priorities are set dynamically. Both nodes can access the communication channel based on their priority, however access to the channel is denied when the priority value pv is equal to zero. Following that, priority increases steadily up to 64 to allow a channel access again. In the lower part of Figure 8 , different initial priorities are used, showing that node-2 cannot access the channel until its priority value is greater than that of node-1. 
Fault-Tolerance and Task Migration Operations Algorithm
An initial algorithm supporting fault tolerance and task migration was introduced in [68, 69, 71] . That algorithm was implemented inside an AMFT block and provided functionality to detect, isolate and reconfigure the distributed system in case of a node's failure. The Fault-Tolerance and Task Migration Operations (FTTMO) algorithm, proposed in this section, builds upon the earlier version [68, 69, 71] , offering the additional functions of node level fault-detection and self-registration. Moreover, it utilizes the TSPA-FTCA algorithm specified in section 6.1.
The Fault-Tolerance and Task Migration Operations (FTTMO) algorithm, presented in this section, has four main phases: initialization, node registration, normal operation, and fault handling. The algorithm assumes that the TSPA-FTCA algorithm, defined in section 6.1, is in operation. In addition, it assumes that the tasks are grouped in sets, using an optimal scheduler, which takes into account the task dependencies and the corresponding communications overhead. All task sets are pre-allocated to the nodes and the test scenarios depend on the available number of nodes. The number of the pre-configured scenarios should be optimal. Table 3 shows the task-sets-to-nodes assignment scenarios in case of a three-node distributed system, where task set-1 is executed by node-1, task set-2 by node-2 and task set-3 by node-3. The functions and logic flow of the FTTMO algorithm are represented by the pseudo code in Listing 2. 
45: #3
The details of each phase of the FTTMO algorithm are explained in the following sections.
Initialization Phase
The initialization phase of the algorithm (lines 8 -11, Listing 2) is shown in Figure 10 . After the start-up, an entering node n listens on the network for a set of messages, which includes the local view of priorities table,
Heartbeat (HB) and node table messages. The local view of priorities tables message contains communication priority information for all nodes in the distributed system. It is essential for the entering node n to know about the communication schedule before transmitting on the channel to avoid a possible collision. Based on this information, the entering node n sets up its own local view priority table and sets its own priority value to the maximum value of 1024. In addition, the entering node also sets up its own node table by receiving a node table message from node-2 as shown in Figure 10 . A node table message, as shown in Table 4 , contains information regarding the total number of nodes present, the assigned task set to each node and their statuses. The total number of nodes in a node table represents the maximum number of nodes which can be registered. After the setup of the priority 
Node Registration Phase
During this phase (lines 12 -20, Listing 2) a new node can be added to the distributed system. The process of adding a node is called a node registration. After the initialization phase, the entering node sends a request for registration (RR), as shown in Figure 11 . All the other nodes (e.g. node-1, node-2) in the network receive its request and send an acknowledgement message to indicate that a new node is available in the network. Once all the acknowledgments are received, the entering node updates its node table as shown in Table 5 . Following that, a task set is assigned to the new entering node. The process of the task assignment is done in two steps, if tasks are already assigned to another node, first these are deactivated. As shown in Table 5 , task set-1 'tset1' and task set-3 't set3 ' are assigned to node-1. Therefore, the entering node sends a deactivation request to the node-1, which is currently executing task set-3 'tset3' . On receipt of the deactivation message, node-1 deactivates task set-3 'tset3' and updates its node table by removing task set-3 'tset3'. As soon as node-3 receives an acknowledgement from node-1 for the deactivation of task set-3 'tset3', the entering node (node-3) starts executing tasks as shown in Table 6 . On the other hand, if task set-3 'tset3' is not assigned to any node, the entering node (node-3) can proceed to executing task set-3'tset3' immediately. 
Normal Operation Phase
During the normal operation (lines 21 -31, Listing 2) each node is bound to send a Heartbeat (HB) message, which indicates the health status of the node, as shown in Figure 12 . On receipt of the HB message, the receiving node assumes that the node is active and executes its task's set 'tset'. For the purpose of simulating the FTTMO algorithm, a suitable timing scheme is used. The value of the sending period T of the HB message is carefully chosen, as it indirectly affects the system reconfiguration time in case of a failure. A short time interval for the sending period T is preferred, however, it leads to an increased demand for access to the wireless communication channel. Therefore, a time of 500 ms is selected. Each node sends a HB message within 500 ms. If a node n is unable to send the HB message within 500 ms, it is suspected as failed. In addition to the HB message, every node also exchanges their priority Figure 12 : Normal Operation.
Fault Handling Phase
During the fault handling phase (lines 32-45, Listing 2) the failure of a node is detected by the node level faultdetection mechanism. A faulty node k has either a fail-silent behaviour or it can send a fault message to other nodes. If a node n receives neither a fault message nor a HB message from a node k, it "suspects" that the node k has failed. However, a node n only confirms a node k as a failed node, if it does not receive a fault message or a HB message from a node k for at least five times consecutively. It that case, it sends a message to all other nodes informing them about the failure of the node k. If the other nodes form the same "opinion" about a node k (based on receiving neither fault messages nor HB messages from it for at least three times consecutively), then all nodes send acknowledgments to the node n. On receipt of at least (N/2-1) such acknowledgements, the node n updates its node table correspondingly and sends an updated node table message to all other N-1 nodes. Following that, all healthy nodes update their node tables and select a task set according to the available nodes. Let us consider the three-node fault-handling scenario, illustrated in Figure 13 , which assumes that node-1 is faulty and capable of sending a periodic fault message (FM) instead of a HB message to the other nodes. The length of the period of sending the FM is similar to that of the HB message (500 ms). The node-3 and node-2 suspect the failure of node-1. However, due to a communication error, node-2 is unable to receive all the FM messages and misses two of the five messages. As soon as the count of the node-3 FM messages reaches five, it sends a message to the other nodes that node-1 has failed. Based on this message, node-2 sends an acknowledgement message to node-3. This acknowledgement signifies that node-2 also has the same "opinion" about node-1. Afterwards, node-3 marks node-1 as a failed node in the node table and sends an updated node table message. On receipt of the updated node table, both nodes (node-2 and node-3) select scenario #3 from Table 3 .
CONCLUSIONS
Current redundancy based spaceborne distributed computing systems, where computing tasks are bound to execute on a primary or its peer redundant node, cannot provide a computationally efficient, reconfigurable and highly reliable computing platform. The computational efficiency is limited to the computing power of a single node and the fault-tolerance is provided by a single peer redundant node. These redundant resources cannot be utilized by any other computing subsystems, making the distributed system highly inefficient in terms of resource utilization.
A novel approach to distributed computing called next-generation spacecraft fault-tolerant distributed computing (NGS-FTDC) platform is proposed. The NGS-FTDC approach is resource efficient where tasks are migrated and computing nodes are reconfigured to protect against a node failure. This makes the distributed system more reliable and computationally efficient. Instead of a wired interconnection network, a wireless network is proposed for the communication among the distributed nodes. Traditional wireless protocols do not provide deterministic and fault-tolerant behavior. Therefore a novel a Time-Slot Priority Adaptive Fault-Tolerant Channel Access (TSPA-FTCA) algorithm is proposed, which uses an adaptive prioritizing channel access policy for deterministic access to the channel, with each message being triplicated to protect against packet loss.
To provide an architectural level fault-tolerance for the NGS-FTDC platform, a novel Fault-Tolerance and Task Migration Operations (FTTMO) algorithm is also proposed. The FTTMO algorithm detects a failure of a computing node and migrates the tasks to other nodes in a pure distributed setting. In addition, this algorithm allows the NGS-FTDC platform to add additional computing nodes on the fly to restore / augment the computational capacity and system reliability.
In conclusion, this paper highlighted the demands of future applications and the importance of the development of a new distributed computing platform aimed at future space missions, particularly designed with wireless interconnection links. The proposed distributed computing platform meets the desired requirements, thus setting a benchmark for further improvements.
